Revealing the location of semen, vaginal fluid and urine in stained evidence through near infrared chemical imaging.
Crime scene investigation (CSI) requires the ultimate available technology for a rapid, non-destructive, and accurate detection of a wide variety of evidence including invisible stains of bodily fluids. Particularly crucial is the discrimination of semen in stained evidence from sexual abuse cases. This is because those evidence have high odds of containing the DNA from the aggressor. To this aim, we demonstrated the potential of near infrared hyperspectral imaging (NIR-HSI) to make visible stains of semen, vaginal fluid, and urine on fabrics, which lays the bases to face the challenging visualization and discrimination of semen within bodily fluids mixtures. Combining the NIR-HSI data and simple chemometric techniques such as principal component analysis and classical least squares regression, we have revealed the location of semen, vaginal fluid and urine in bodily fluids stained evidence.